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Abstract 

Background and 
Aims 

Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) is caused by variants in EMD (EDMD1) and LMNA (EDMD2). Cardiac con-
duction defects and atrial arrhythmia are common to both, but LMNA variants also cause end-stage heart failure (ESHF)  
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and malignant ventricular arrhythmia (MVA). This study aimed to better characterize the cardiac complications of EMD 
variants.  

Methods Consecutively referred EMD variant-carriers were retrospectively recruited from 12 international cardiomyopathy units. 
MVA and ESHF incidences in male and female variant-carriers were determined. Male EMD variant-carriers with a cardiac 
phenotype at baseline (EMDCARDIAC) were compared with consecutively recruited male LMNA variant-carriers with a car-
diac phenotype at baseline (LMNACARDIAC).  

Results Longitudinal follow-up data were available for 38 male and 21 female EMD variant-carriers [mean (SD) ages 33.4 (13.3) and 
43.3 (16.8) years, respectively]. Nine (23.7%) males developed MVA and five (13.2%) developed ESHF during a median (inter- 
quartile range) follow-up of 65.0 (24.3–109.5) months. No female EMD variant-carrier had MVA or ESHF, but nine (42.8%) 
developed a cardiac phenotype at a median (inter-quartile range) age of 58.6 (53.2–60.4) years. Incidence rates for MVA were 
similar for EMDCARDIAC and LMNACARDIAC (4.8 and 6.6 per 100 person-years, respectively; log-rank P = .49). Incidence rates 
for ESHF were 2.4 and 5.9 per 100 person-years for EMDCARDIAC and LMNACARDIAC, respectively (log-rank P = .09).  

Conclusions Male EMD variant-carriers have a risk of progressive heart failure and ventricular arrhythmias similar to that of male LMNA 
variant-carriers. Early implantable cardioverter defibrillator implantation and heart failure drug therapy should be considered 
in male EMD variant-carriers with cardiac disease.  

Structured Graphical Abstract   

Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) is caused by variants in EMD (causing EDMD1) or in LMNA (causing EDMD2). By virtue 
of X-linked inheritance, skeletal muscle involvement in EDMD1 occurs almost exclusively in men but affects both sexes in dominantly 
inherited EDMD2. What are the cardiac complications seen in EMD variant-carriers?

Consecutively referred EMD variant-carriers were retrospectively recruited from 12 international cardiomyopathy units. Male EMD 
variant-carriers exhibited a high risk of end-stage heart failure and of malignant ventricular arrhythmia, similar to that of male LMNA 
variant-carriers.

Early ICD implantation and heart failure therapy should be considered in male EMD variant-carriers with cardiac disease.
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Graphic depiction of new cardiac disease features demonstrated by this study (top left) with arrows to relevant analyses.  Kaplan Meier survival 
analysis for the primary malignant ventricular arrhythmia endpoint during follow-up for male EMD and male LMNA variant-carriers with a baseline 
cardiac phenotype (top right). Cardiac disease features at last evaluation for male LMNA, male EMD and female EMD variant-carriers (bottom left). 
Violin plots comparing age at cardiac diagnosis for male EMD, female EMD and male LMNA variant-carriers (bottom right).  
Abbreviations: AF, atrial fibrillation; EDMD1, Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy Type 1; ESHF, end-stage heart failure; LVSD, left ventricular sys-
tolic dysfunction; MVA, malignant ventricular arrhythmia; NSVT, non-sustained ventricular tachycardia.  

Keywords Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy • Emerin • Cardiomyopathy • Sudden death • Ventricular arrhythmia • Heart failure  

Introduction 
Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) is a rare, progressive 
genetic disorder characterized by a triad of early joint contractures, 
progressive muscle atrophy, and cardiac abnormalities.1,2 In most cases, 
EDMD is inherited as an X-linked or autosomal dominant disease 
caused by variants in genes encoding one or more of the proteins com-
prising the nuclear envelope. The two most commonly implicated 
genes are EMD (EDMD1) and LMNA (EDMD2).3,4 

By virtue of X-linked inheritance, skeletal muscle involvement in 
EDMD1 occurs almost exclusively in men but affects both sexes in 
dominantly inherited EDMD2. With respect to cardiac manifesta-
tions, atrioventricular (AV) conduction defects and atrial arrhythmia 
are common to both EDMD1 and 2, but dilated cardiomyopathy and 
fatal ventricular arrhythmia are more frequently reported in LMNA 
variant-carriers.5,6 In recognition of these differences, current guide-
lines for patients with LMNA variants and cardiac disease recommend 
placement of an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) irre-
spective of the need for cardiac pacing or the presence of skeletal 
muscle disease, whereas patients with EMD-related bradyarrhythmia 
are considered for permanent pacemakers (PPMs) alone in the ab-
sence of documented or suspected ventricular arrhythmia.7 

However, given the rarity of EMD variants, there is a lack of evidence 
to support this practice, with no systematic analysis of life- 
threatening ventricular arrhythmia in patients carrying EMD variants. 
In this multi-centre study, we sought to compare and contrast the in-
cidence of malignant ventricular arrhythmia (MVA) and end-stage 
heart failure (ESHF) in male and female carriers of EMD and LMNA 
variants. 

Methods 
Study design 
This was a multi-centre, retrospective, longitudinal cohort study. The 
study conforms to the principles outlined in the Declaration of 
Helsinki,8 and participants provided written informed consent for genetic 
testing. The authors from each centre guaranteed the integrity of data 
from their institution and received approval for anonymized patient 
data collation and analysis from local ethics committees and institutional 
review boards. 

Cohort composition and genetic testing 
Patients and relatives with EMD variants were recruited from 12 cardiomy-
opathy centres in Europe and the USA. A proband was defined as an index 
patient presenting with features consistent with either EDMD or cardiac 
disease associated with a likely pathogenic or pathogenic (LP/P) variant in 
EMD. Relatives carrying EMD variants were recruited irrespective of disease 
expression.  

The different modes of EMD and LMNA inheritance precluded a simple 
comparison between all EMD and all LMNA variant-carriers. Male EMD 

variant-carriers were therefore compared with a cohort of consecutive 
male LP/P LMNA variant-carriers, recruited from the Barts Heart Centre/ 
University College London cardiomyopathy database. Female LMNA 
variant-carriers were not included in the main analysis as comparison be-
tween a cohort of males and females and one of males alone would intro-
duce significant bias given recognized sex differences in the risk of adverse 
events in LMNA variant-carriers.6,9 

Genetic testing in probands was undertaken using Sanger sequencing or 
next-generation targeted panels at participating centres or accredited diag-
nostic laboratories. Variants were classified using the American College of 
Medical Genetics and Genomics criteria.10 Where additional evidence of 
pathogenicity (e.g. segregation data) was available from the contributing 
centre, variants were reclassified accordingly. Only LP/P variants were in-
cluded. Patients with additional LP/P variants in other genes associated 
with cardiomyopathy were excluded. Sanger sequencing was used for cas-
cade screening of relatives. 

Baseline clinical assessment 
Baseline demographics, comorbidities, symptoms, 12-lead electrocardio-
gram (ECG), transthoracic echocardiogram, and ambulatory ECG data 
were collected from clinical records. Data were recorded using 
RedCap, a secure web application, ensuring uniformity and validity of 
data collection from each centre.11 A cardiac phenotype in males was de-
fined as early-onset atrial arrhythmia (<40 years of age), high-degree AV 
block or sinoatrial (SA) node disease requiring a PPM, non-sustained ven-
tricular tachycardia (NSVT, defined as three consecutive ventricular ec-
topic beats at a rate of >120 b.p.m.), premature ventricular complex 
(PVC) count >500/24 h, or left ventricular systolic dysfunction [LVSD; 
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <50%]. The same definitions ap-
plied to females with the exception of the age criterion for atrial arrhyth-
mia, which was removed to ensure accurate reporting of later-onset 
phenotypes. 

Study endpoints 
Follow-up time for each patient was calculated from date of first evaluation 
to date of most recent evaluation, heart transplantation, or death from any 
cause. The primary endpoint was MVA defined as sudden cardiac death 
(SCD), aborted SCD, appropriate ICD shock or anti-tachycardia pacing, 
or sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT). A secondary endpoint of ESHF 
consisted of left ventricular assist device implantation, heart transplantation, 
or heart failure-related death. The term conduction disease was defined as 
high-degree AV block (Mobitz Type II fixed AV block or complete heart 
block) or SA node disease (including atrial standstill) that required PPM im-
plantation. Patients were censored at the time of their first endpoint event 
during follow-up or at their last evaluation. 

Statistical analysis 
All data were anonymized, and statistical analyses were performed using the 
Python programming language (Version 3.8, Python Software 
Foundation).12 Continuous variables were tested for normality of distribu-
tion by visual inspection of histograms and statistical normality tests 
(Shapiro–Wilk). Normally distributed variables are expressed as mean ±  
SD and non-normally distributed variables as median (25th–75th  
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percentiles). Categorical variables are reported as counts and percentages, 
as appropriate. The TableOne library was used for the construction of sum-
mary statistics tables and for all statistical comparisons.13 The Seaborn and 
Matplotlib libraries were utilized for data visualization.14 

The Lifelines library was used for all time-to-event analyses.15 Kaplan– 
Meier plots were used to display the cumulative probability of the occur-
rence of endpoints and to compare male EMD and LMNA cohorts. The 
log-rank test was used to compare survival. The impact of competing risk 
from ESHF outcomes on the incidence of MVA was assessed using 
Aalen–Johansen and Fine–Gray estimates.16 The zEpid library was used to 
calculate incidence rates.17 

Cox regression was used to assess the association of baseline variables 
with the primary endpoint after confirmation that the proportional hazards 
assumption was supported by the data. The robust sandwich estimator was 
used to obtain standard errors to adjust for correlations within families. 
P-values <.05 were considered significant. 

Results 
Sixty-four LP/P EMD variant-carriers were identified (41 males and 23 
females) (Figure 1 and Supplementary data online, Table S1). Five 
variant-carriers (three males and two females) were excluded due to 
insufficient baseline and follow-up data; two of the excluded males 
had undergone heart transplantation. The cohort for analysis therefore 
comprised 38 males and 21 females from 29 families. Twenty six of 38 
males (68.4%) were probands with no female probands. Year of base-
line assessment ranged between 1995 and 2022. 

Comparator cohort 
Thirty-nine consecutive male LP/P LMNA variant-carriers [15/39 
(38.5%) probands] were recruited for comparison with male EMD 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the EMD gene (A) and emerin protein (B) structure. Numbered boxes represent EMD exons. Functional do-
mains containing variants in dilated cardiomyopathy patients in this study are shown under the EMD protein. The position of variants identified in our 
study, the total number of individuals, and male patients carrying each variant are depicted along length of the gene and protein. aa; amino acid residues; 
C, C-terminus; LEM domain, LAP2, emerin, MAN1 domain; N, N-terminus; UTR, untranslated region.   
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variant-carriers (see Supplementary data online, Table S2). For compari-
son of the primary and secondary endpoints, only those with a baseline 
cardiac phenotype (LMNACARDIAC) were compared with male EMD 
variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac phenotype (EMDCARDIAC). 
Comparison of EMDCARDIAC males with a cohort of all consecutive 
LMNACARDIAC variant-carriers (males and females) can be found in 
the Supplementary data online (Supplementary data online, Tables 
S3–S5 and Figure S1). 

Baseline characteristics 
Baseline characteristics of male and female EMD variant-carriers are 
shown in Table 1. Mean (SD) age for males at first cardiac evaluation 
was 33.4 (13.3). Thirty-three of 38 (86.8%) had a cardiac phenotype 
at baseline evaluation. Two males (5.3%) had MVA prior to baseline, 
and 28/38 (73.7%) had neuromuscular involvement. 

No females were probands, and none had features of neuromuscular 
disease. Three females had cardiac disease consistent with an EMD 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of male and female EMD variant-carriers  

Missing Female Male  

n   21 38 

Proband, n (%) 0 0 26 (68.4) 

Presence of cardiac phenotype, n (%) 0 3 (14.3) 33 (86.8) 

Age at first evaluation, mean (SD) 0 43.3 (16.8) 33.4 (13.3) 

White ethnicity, n (%) 1 21 (100.0) 35 (94.6) 

MVA prior to baseline, n (%) 0 0 2 (5.3) 

Prior history of heart failure, n (%) 0 0 4 (10.5) 

Hypertension, n (%) 0 5 (23.8) 2 (5.3) 

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 0 0 2 (5.3) 

Prior conduction disease, n (%) 0 1 (4.8) 16 (42.1) 

Device implanted by baseline, n (%) 0 1 (4.8) 17 (44.7)  

ICD implanted by baseline, n (%) 0 0 8 (21.1) 

Prior atrial arrhythmia, n (%) 0 0 16 (42.1) 

Previous CVA, n (%) 0 0 1 (2.6) 

Neuromuscular involvement, n (%) 0 0 28 (73.7) 

Cardiac symptoms at baseline assessment, n (%) 0 7 (33.3) 16 (42.1)  

Shortness of breath, n (%) 0 2 (9.5) 9 (23.7)  

NYHA Class III or IV, n (%) 0 0 2 (5.3)  

Syncope, n (%) 0 0 2 (5.3)  

Palpitations, n (%) 0 6 (28.6) 5 (13.2) 

On cardiac medications at baseline, n (%) 1 6 (28.6) 20 (54.1) 

Sinus rhythm, n (%) 1 19 (95.0) 17 (44.7) 

Baseline ECG paced, n (%) 0 1 (4.8) 11 (28.9) 

PR interval (ms), median (Q1–Q3) 30 162.5 (136.5–178.8) 192.0 (154.0–224.5) 

QRS duration (ms), median (Q1–Q3) 17 85.0 (84.5–102.5) 106.0 (96.0–115.0) 

LBBB, n (%) 19 0 2 (7.4) 

LV internal diameter (diastole) (mm), median (Q1–Q3) 7 46.0 (43.5–49.0) 53.0 (48.0–58.0) 

LV ejection fraction (%), median (Q1–Q3) 1 62.0 (57.5–65.0) 57.5 (45.0–64.0) 

LA diameter (mm), median (Q1–Q3) 23 32.0 (30.0–35.0) 40.0 (35.0–48.8) 

RV dilatation, n (%) 0 0 3 (8.8) 

PVCs/24 h on first Holter, median (Q1–Q3) 30 40.0 (6.8–185.2) 80.0 (1.5–1083.0) 

CVA, cerebrovascular accident; ECG, electrocardiogram; ICD, implantable cardioverter defibrillator; LA, left atrium; LBBB, left bundle branch block; LV, left ventricular; MVA, malignant 
ventricular arrhythmia; NYHA, New York Heart Association; PVC, premature ventricular complex; RV, right ventricular.   
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phenotype at baseline evaluation (one with AV block requiring a PPM in 
her seventh decade, one with a history of frequent PVCs and LVSD at 
baseline, and one with atrial tachycardia on baseline Holter monitor). 

Clinical follow-up and first features of 
cardiac disease 
Median [inter-quartile range (IQR)] follow-up time for EMD variant- 
carriers was 65.0 (24.3–109.5) months. Follow-up data are shown in  
Table 2. Median (IQR) age at diagnosis of cardiac disease for males 
was 30.5 (19.5–34.4) years. 

The most common initial features of cardiac disease in male carriers 
were atrial arrhythmia (17/38, 45%) and conduction disease (14/38, 
37%) (5 had both atrial arrhythmia and conduction disease). Six of 14 
patients with conduction disease had isolated SA node disease, 4 had 
isolated high-degree AV block, and 6 had both SA node disease and 
high-degree AV block. 

Non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, PVC count >500 over 24 h, 
and heart failure were the first features of cardiac disease in 5/38 
(13%), 2/38 (5.3%), and 6/38 (16%) individuals, respectively. Two 
male carriers were found to have LVSD on screening in the absence 
of symptoms. One male in his fourth decade had sustained ventricular 

arrhythmia and cardiac arrest at baseline having had no prior cardiac 
phenotype; his contemporary LVEF was 35%. By the end of follow- 
up, 35/38 (92%) male carriers had features of cardiac disease consist-
ent with an EMD phenotype and 18/38 (47.4%) had LVSD. Thirty in-
dividuals (78.9%) had an implanted cardiac device (9 PPMs and 21 
ICDs). 

Nine of 38 (23.7%) males had MVA during follow-up at a median 
(IQR) age of 41.1 (37.4–62.1) years. The male carrier with cardiac ar-
rest at presentation had further sustained ventricular arrhythmia with 
multiple appropriate ICD shocks. A male in his fifth decade with a 
PPM in situ died suddenly. A post-mortem pacemaker download 
showed rapid, sustained VT concurrent with collapse, and an echocar-
diogram 2 weeks prior had shown an LVEF of 43%. Neither of the two 
males with MVA events prior to baseline evaluation suffered further 
MVA during follow-up. 

Univariable Cox regression identified multiple variables associated 
with the primary MVA endpoint including LVEF {HR 1.08 per 1% dec-
rement [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.06–1.11], P < .001} and left ven-
tricular internal diameter at end diastole [hazard ratio (HR) 1.22 per 
1 mm increase (95% CI 1.11–1.33), P < .001] (see Supplementary 
data online, Table S6). Age at first evaluation, proband status, and 
NSVT were not associated with the primary MVA endpoint. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 2 Outcomes for male and female EMD variant-carriers  

Female Male  

n 21 38 

Presence of LVSD by end follow-up, n (%) 3 (14.3) 18 (47.4) 

Cardiac phenotype by end follow-up, n (%) 9 (42.9) 35 (92.1) 

Age at cardiac phenotype, median (Q1–Q3) 58.6 (53.2–60.4) 30.5 (19.5–34.4) 

Atrial fibrillation or flutter, n (%) 5 (23.8) 19 (50.0) 

Non-sustained VT, n (%) 3 (14.3) 6 (15.8) 

Cerebrovascular accident, n (%) 2 (9.5) 3 (7.9) 

Pacemaker only in situ, n (%) 2 (9.5) 9 (23.7) 

ICD in situ, n (%) 2 (9.5) 21 (55.3)  

Inappropriate shock, n (%) 0 3 (14.3)  

Appropriate shock, n (%) 0 4 (19.0)  

Anti-tachycardia pacing only, n (%) 0 3 (14.3) 

Sustained VT or VF, n (%) 0 8 (21.1) 

Presence conduction disease by end follow-up, n (%) 2 (9.5) 20 (52.6) 

New-onset conduction disease, n (%) 1 (4.8) 4 (10.5) 

Cardiac arrest, n (%) 0 1 (2.6) 

Heart failure admission, n (%) 0 6 (15.8) 

LV assist device implantation, n (%) 0 1 (2.6) 

Heart transplantation, n (%) 0 3 (7.9) 

Heart failure death, n (%) 0 1 (2.6) 

Sudden cardiac death, n (%) 0 1 (2.6) 

Death, n (%) 0 3 (7.9) 

LV, left ventricular; LVSD, left ventricular systolic dysfunction; ICD, implantable cardioverter defibrillator; VT, ventricular tachycardia; VF, ventricular fibrillation.   
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Female EMD variant-carriers 
No females reached the primary MVA outcome or secondary ESHF 
outcome. Nine of 21 (42.9%) female variant-carriers developed cardiac 
disease consistent with an EMD phenotype. The median (IQR) age at 
first detection of a cardiac abnormality was 58.6 (53.2–60.4) years. 

Three females had LVSD by the end of follow-up. Female 1, previ-
ously noted to have frequent PVCs, developed LVSD with regional 
wall motion abnormalities (RWMAs) in her seventh decade. She also 
required a PPM for SA disease and had atrial fibrillation (AF) in the 
same year. Female 2 was found to have mild LVSD and RWMAs in 
her fourth decade during pregnancy. This persisted post-partum with 
the development of left bundle branch block (LBBB) on electrocardio-
gram (ECG). Female 3 was found to have mild LVSD with RWMAs in 
her sixth decade while attending for screening, and NSVT was identified 
on Holter monitor. An ICD was implanted, and device interrogation 
demonstrated atrial tachycardia and AF. 

Female 4, from the same family as female 3, had normal left ventricu-
lar systolic function but was found to have symptomatic and prolonged 
episodes of NSVT and had an ICD implanted in her fifth decade. 

In total, five female variant-carriers developed AF during follow-up, 
all over the age of 55 years. An additional female developed atrial tachy-
cardia in her sixth decade. Two females had ischaemic strokes at the 
ages of 59 and 63 years (only one with documented AF). Seven of 
nine females with a cardiac phenotype were carriers of EMD variants 
resulting in a truncated protein. The remaining two females carried mis-
sense variants. 

EMD males compared with LMNA males 
The 38 male EMD variant-carriers were compared with 39 male LMNA 
variant-carriers with respect to age at cardiac diagnosis and age at onset 
of conduction disease. 

Median (IQR) age at cardiac diagnosis was 30.5 (19.5–34.4) years for 
male EMD variant-carriers and 36.9 (28.4–49.0) years for male LMNA 
variant-carriers (P = .003) (Figure 2). At last evaluation, 35/38 male 
EMD variant-carriers and 38/39 male LMNA variant-carriers had evidence 
of a cardiac phenotype. Of the four males without a cardiac phenotype 
by last evaluation, only one was older than 21 years of age, a 70-year-old 
EMD variant-carrier with a neuromuscular phenotype who did not meet 
criteria for a cardiac phenotype with AF onset at 65 years of age. 

Median (IQR) age at onset of conduction disease was 32.4 
(23.8–40.8) for male EMD variant-carriers and 44.4 (34.8–50.0) years 
for male LMNA variant-carriers (P = .001) (see Supplementary data 
online, Figure S2). At last evaluation, 20/38 (52.6%) male EMD variant- 
carriers and 16/39 (41.0%) male LMNA variant-carriers had developed 
conduction disease (P = .43). 

Outcomes for the 33 male EMD variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac 
phenotype (EMDCARDIAC) were compared with those of 26 male LMNA 
variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac phenotype (LMNACARDIAC). 
Baseline characteristics and outcomes are shown in Supplementary data 
online, Tables S7 and S8. Median (IQR) follow-up time for LMNACARDIAC 

was 48.5 (30–117) months, and for EMDCARDIAC, it was 71 (29–110) 
months. Male EMD variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac phenotype 
were younger at presentation, and more had neuromuscular disease. 
Male LMNA variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac phenotype had signifi-
cantly lower LVEFs at baseline evaluation. 

More LMNACARDIAC had an LVEF < 50% by the end of follow-up; how-
ever, this did not translate into more heart failure admissions. NSVT was 
more frequent in the LMNACARDIAC cohort. The EMDCARDIAC cohort had 
more SA node disease requiring pacing. Three EMDCARDIAC males and one 
LMNACARDIAC male had MVA at or prior to baseline and were therefore 
excluded from survival analysis of the primary MVA endpoint. 

The primary MVA endpoint was reached by 9/25 (36%) of 
LMNACARDIAC vs. 8/30 (26.7%) of EMDCARDIAC; log-rank test P = .49 
(Figure 3). The incidence of the primary MVA endpoint in the 

Figure 2 Violin plots comparing age at cardiac diagnosis for male EMD variant-carriers, female EMD variant-carriers, and male LMNA variant-carriers. 
Male EMD variant-carriers had cardiac disease features at an earlier age than male LMNA variant-carriers. Female EMD variant-carriers demonstrate 
late-onset cardiac disease.   
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EMDCARDIAC cohort was 4.8 per 100 person-years vs. 6.6 per 100 
person-years for the LMNACARDIAC cohort [incidence rate ratio of 
0.72 (0.28–1.86)]. 

Univariable Cox regression showed that having a LMNA variant con-
ferred no significant additional hazard to having an EMD variant for the 
primary MVA endpoint [HR 1.4 (95% CI 0.55–3.5), P = .48]. LMNA 
variants showed no association with the primary MVA endpoint in a 
multivariable model including age at first evaluation [HR 1.39 (95% 
CI 0.53–3.6], P = .50]. There was no significant impact on the primary 
outcome from the competing risk of ESHF events (Fine–Gray P = .55;  
Supplementary data online, Figure S3). 

Of the eight EMDCARDIAC cohort that reached the primary MVA end-
point, only one had previously documented NSVT, and this was recorded 
2 weeks prior to SCD. Data on LVEF contemporary to MVA (within 
1 year) were limited to four patients, all of whom had an LVEF ≥ 35%. 

The ESHF endpoint was reached by 9/26 (34.6%) LMNACARDIAC vs. 
5/33 (15.2%) of EMDCARDIAC; log rank test P = .09 (Figure 3). Incidence 
rates for ESHF endpoint were 2.4 per 100 person-years for 
EMDCARDIAC and 5.9 per 100 person-years for LMNACARDIAC [inci-
dence rate ratio 0.42 (0.14–1.23)]. 

Discussion 
We present the first longitudinal cohort study of EMD variant-carriers 
derived from tertiary cardiac centres and show that males with EMD var-
iants are prone to life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia and progressive 
heart failure (Structured Graphical Abstract). These findings have import-
ant implications for the management of this patient group and provide 
further evidence of the utility of genetic testing in risk stratification.18 

Prevention of sudden cardiac death in EMD 
variant-carriers 
The cardinal features of EMD-related heart disease are reported to be 
early-onset conduction disease and atrial arrhythmia. Sudden cardiac 

death is described, but as the predominant mechanism is thought to 
be bradyarrhythmia,19 practice guidelines continue to emphasize pace-
maker implantation rather than early ICD implantation for primary pre-
vention.7 This is in marked contrast to recommendations for other 
nuclear envelopathies, in particular those caused by LMNA or 
TMEM43 variants, where early ICD implantation is advised based 
upon data showing a high risk of fatal ventricular arrhythmia.20 

A previous single-centre study comparing EMD and LMNA variant- 
carriers showed an association between LMNA variants and all-cause 
mortality but did not compare MVA or ESHF outcomes or stratify 
the cohorts by sex.21 A single male EMD variant-carrier was reported 
as having MVA. A second, single-centre and cross-sectional study of 
male EMD variant-carriers did not report any MVA.22 

In this study, we show that the risk of MVA is similar in patients with car-
diac disease caused by variants in EMD and LMNA, despite the fact that 
more LMNA variant-carriers had LVSD. The discrepancy between the inci-
dence of MVA in EMD variant-carriers in this cohort compared with those 
previously reported could be related to multiple factors. A difference in the 
age of participants is likely important. Previous cohorts were, on average, 
∼10 or more years younger, and therefore, only a small proportion of pa-
tients might be expected to reach the median (IQR) age of MVA we report 
of 41.1 (37.4–62.1) years by last evaluation. Previous cohorts were also only 
representative of a small number of families from single centres in compari-
son with the 29 families from 12 international centres reported here. 

EMD variant-carriers developed conduction disease earlier than 
LMNA variant-carriers, and 42% of all male EMD variant-carriers had 
a device implanted prior to first evaluation at a specialist cardiac unit. 
By last evaluation, and in contrast to current guidelines, just over 
two-thirds of male EMD variant-carriers with a device had an ICD, likely 
reflecting the expertise of the centres participating in this study. On bal-
ance, the high rate of MVA observed in EMD variant-carriers suggests 
that, as in patients with cardiac laminopathy, early ICD implantation 
should be strongly considered in individuals with cardiac expression 
and should be preferred over pacemakers alone in patients with con-
ventional pacing indications. 

Figure 3 Kaplan–Meier survival analysis for the primary malignant ventricular arrhythmia (left) and secondary end-stage heart failure (right) endpoints 
during follow-up for male EMD and LMNA variant-carriers with a baseline cardiac phenotype. Males with prior or baseline malignant ventricular arrhyth-
mia were excluded from survival analysis of the primary malignant ventricular arrhythmia endpoint but included for the secondary end-stage heart fail-
ure endpoint.   
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Progressive heart failure in EMD 
variant-carriers 
Dilated cardiomyopathy and heart failure in EMD variant-carriers are de-
scribed in case reports.19,23 In our study, LVSD was observed in just under 
half of all male EMD variant-carriers, and 13% developed ESHF suggesting 
that regular monitoring of left ventricular function should be routine. It was 
also notable that over a quarter of male EMD variant-carriers with cardiac 
involvement had no reported neuromuscular disease, supporting recent 
work by Ishikawa et al.24 who suggested the term ‘cardiac emerinopathy’ 
to describe those patients with an isolated cardiac phenotype. 

Cardiac disease in female carriers 
Viggiano et al.25 reported a cross-sectional cohort of 30 female EMD 
variant-carriers with one-third over 50 years of age. Seventeen per 
cent had cardiac involvement (first- or second-degree AV block not re-
quiring a pacemaker), all of whom were over 50 years of age. The pro-
portion of cardiac disease in females was considerably higher in our 
study (43%), likely reflecting the older age of the cohort with nearly 
two-thirds of females over 50 years old by last evaluation. Atrial ar-
rhythmia was the most frequent abnormality, but conduction disease, 
NSVT, and LVSD were also observed. 

The mechanisms underlying disease expression in female carriers are 
not well understood. Skewed X-inactivation is common in the general 
population,26 increases with age,27 and has been shown to correlate 
with development of symptoms in female carriers in Duchenne’s and 
Becker’s muscular dystrophies.28,29 Marked reduction in the emerin con-
tent of lymphocytes and lymphoblastoid cell lines have been described in 
a female carrier,30 but in a study of 28 symptomatic and asymptomatic 
female carriers, skewed X-inactivation in EMD did not correlate with car-
diac symptoms.25 The authors acknowledged that the X-inactivation pat-
tern in lymphocytes may not reflect that in cardiac tissues. More recent 
work in a symptomatic female carrier of a truncating EMD variant de-
monstrated a mixed population of emerin-positive and emerin-negative 
myoblasts, ruling out skewed X-inactivation as a mechanism. Preferential 
proliferation of emerin-negative myoblasts and a high rate of spontan-
eous differentiation in both cell populations were reported and with 
time, this would lead to a depletion of emerin-positive satellite cells 
and might explain a later onset EMD phenotype.31 

Irrespective of the mechanism, the presence of cardiac disease in fe-
male EMD variant-carriers, at a higher prevalence than in the general 
population, highlights the need for regular clinical review.32,33 

Limitations 
As EDMD is a rare disease, this study is limited by the small cohort size. 
The use of RedCap11 aimed to mitigate against the unstandardized data 
collection that can be a flaw in retrospective, multi-centre studies. As 
data were collected from cardiomyopathy units only, there is limited in-
formation on neuromuscular phenotypes. Many patients were paced by 
a cardiac device at first evaluation leading to a significant proportion of 
missingness of ECG parameters. Future studies combining adult and 
paediatric cardiology and neurology services are required. 

Conclusions 
In addition to the well-established features of atrial arrhythmia and con-
duction disease, the cardiac phenotype of male EMD variant-carriers in-
cludes progressive heart failure and ventricular arrhythmias. The risk of 

MVA in males is similar to that of male LMNA variant-carriers. Female 
EMD variant-carriers have a high frequency of cardiac disease after 
the fifth decade of life. 
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